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Summary
Spatial frequency is a fundamental visual feature coded in
primary visual cortex [1, 2], relevant for perceiving textures,
objects, hierarchical structures, and scenes [3–6], as well as
for directing attention and eye movements [7–9]. Temporal
amplitude-modulation (AM) rate is a fundamental auditory
feature coded in primary auditory cortex [10–12], relevant
for perceiving auditory objects, scenes, and speech [13,
14]. Spatial frequency and temporal AM rate are thus funda-
mental building blocks of visual and auditory perception.
Recent results suggest that crossmodal interactions are
commonplace across the primary sensory cortices [15–18]
and that some of the underlying neural associations develop
through consistent multisensory experience such as audio-
visually perceiving speech, gender, and objects [19–24]. We
demonstrate that people consistently and absolutely (rather
than relatively) match specific auditory AM rates to specific
visual spatial frequencies. We further demonstrate that this
crossmodal mapping allows amplitude-modulated sounds
to guide attention to and modulate awareness of specific
visual spatial frequencies. Additional results show that the
crossmodal association is approximately linear, based on
physical spatial frequency, and generalizes to tactile pulses,
suggesting that the association develops through multisen-
sory experience during manual exploration of surfaces.Results
We demonstrate a consistent and absolute perceptual
mapping between visual spatial frequency and auditory
amplitude-modulation (AM) rate that may derive from the
regularity in multisensory experience during manual explora-
tion of surfaces. If we assume that people tend to move their
hands at a relatively constant speed while exploring surfaces,
we expect that when one watches one’s hand glide over
a surface with a low-density corrugation (e.g., an egg carton
or spines of books on a bookshelf), one views relatively low-
spatial-frequency components while hearing a slow AM rate.
In contrast, when one glides a hand over a surface with a
high-density corrugation (e.g., a computer keyboard or a
basket), one views relatively high-spatial-frequency compo-
nents while hearing a fast AM rate. This experiential correlation
might produce a linear association between the processing of
visual spatial frequency and auditory AM rate—the manual-
exploration hypothesis. The results of experiments 1–4 are*Correspondence: emmanuelguz@gmail.com (E.G.-M.), satoru@
northwestern.edu (S.S.)generally consistent with this hypothesis. We further demon-
strate that this crossmodal mapping allows amplitude-
modulated sounds to influence visual attention (experiment 5)
and awareness (experiment 6) in a spatial-frequency-specific
manner. The use of human participants in these experiments
was approved by the Northwestern University Institutional
Review Board.
Experiment 1. Do People Consistently Match a Visual
Spatial Frequency to a Specific Auditory AM Rate?
While viewing a Gabor displaying one of three different spatial
frequencies (see Figure 2A for examples), an observer
adjusted the AM rate of a sound to perceptually match the
visual spatial frequency. Because a prior study demonstrated
an influence of auditory pitch on a task involving visual spatial
frequency [25], we allowed our observers to adjust both the
AM rate and the pitch of the sound. Because the pitch results
are less robust and are secondary to our primary hypothesis,
they are presented as Supplemental Information, available
online.
We varied the viewing distance between 55 and 110 cm,
thus varying the retinal spatial frequency (the number of lumi-
nance-modulation cycles per unit distance on the retina) by
a factor of twowhile keeping the physical/object-based spatial
frequency (the number of luminance-modulation cycles per
unit distance in the world/per Gabor) constant. The manual-
exploration hypothesis predicts no effect of viewing distance
because AM sounds generated by manual surface exploration
depend on physical (rather than retinal) parameters.
Our observers consistently matched a specific auditory AM
rate to each of the three visual spatial frequencies in a mono-
tonic relationship: F(2,12) = 31.333; p < 0.0001 (Figure 1). The
fact that a 2-fold change in viewing distance had little influence
on the crossmodal matches (F[1,6] = 0.000, nonsignificant
for the main effect and F[2,12] = 0.532, nonsignificant for the
interaction with Gabor spatial frequency) indicates that the
underlying association is between auditory AM rate and
physical or object-based (rather than retinal) visual spatial
frequency.
Experiments 2–4. Are Perceptual Matches between Visual
Spatial Frequency and Auditory AM Rate Absolute, Based
on Physical Spatial Frequency, Consistent with the
Manual-Exploration Hypothesis, and Unique?
The observers in experiment 1 might have matched relatively
lower (or higher) visual spatial frequencies to slower (or faster)
auditory AM rates. To demonstrate that the crossmodal
matches are absolute rather than relative, we asked each
new observer to determine an auditory match to only one
visual spatial frequency (experiment 2A).We obtained amono-
tonic relationship virtually identical to experiment 1: F(2,9) =
14.676; p < 0.002 (Figure 1).
We repeated the same experiment with Gabor areas
doubled (experiment 2B). Doubling the area, thus displaying
twice as many light/dark cycles shown per Gabor, should
substantially increase the matched AM rates if auditory
matches depend on object-based spatial frequency (which
was doubled) but should have little effect if auditory matches
Figure 1. Perceptual Mapping between Visual Spatial Frequency and Auditory and Tactile AM Rate
The open circles show how observers matched the three visual spatial frequencies (0.5, 2.0, and 4.5 cycles/cm) to auditory AM rates when each observer
reported auditory matches to all three spatial frequencies while viewing the Gabors at 55 cm (large circles) or 110 cm (small circles) (experiment 1). The
corresponding retinal spatial frequencies were 0.48, 1.92, and 4.32 cycles/degree at 55 cm and 0.96, 3.84, and 8.64 cycles/degree at 110 cm. The black
symbols show how observers matched the three visual spatial frequencies to auditory AM rates when each observer reported auditory matches to only
one visual spatial frequency viewed at 55 cm; the area of the Gabor was either the same as in experiment 1 (black circles; experiment 2A) or doubled (black
ovals; experiment 2B—the only experiment in which the Gabor area was doubled). The gray inverted triangles show how observers matched the three visual
spatial frequencies to tactile pulse rates when each observer reported tactile matches to only one visual spatial frequency viewed at 35 cm (experiment 3).
The open diamonds show howobserversmatched visual spatial frequency to auditory AM rate when spatial frequencies were sampled at a higher resolution
and each observer reported auditory matches to all nine spatial frequencies viewed at 60 cm (experiment 4). Note that the relationship is approximately
linear. In contrast, the inset shows that matching spatial frequency to location on a line scale is highly compressive. The continuous curves show the
best-fitting quadratic functions of the form, y = ax2+bx+c (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The AM sounds were presented on a white-noise
carrier in experiments 1, 2A, 2B, and 3 but on a complex-tone carrier in experiment 4. A different group of observers participated in each experiment. All error
bars represent 61 SEM. See Figure S1 for the perceptual matches of auditory pitch to visual spatial frequency in experiments 1, 2A, and 2B.
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384depend on physical spatial frequency (which was unchanged).
Comparing the results from experiments 2A and 2B, we found
no significant effect of Gabor area (no main effect, F[1,21] =
0.656, nonsignificant, or interaction with spatial frequency,
F[2,21] < 0.001, nonsignificant), suggesting that the crossmo-
dal association depends on physical spatial frequency.
Because the manual-exploration hypothesis assumes that
the spatial frequency to AM rate relationship is mediated by
manual interactions with corrugated surfaces, it predicts an
identical relationship for tactile pulse rate. We tested this
prediction by repeating experiment 2A with the AM sounds re-
placed by tactile pulses (experiment 3). We confirmed that
visual spatial frequency is similarly matched (no main effect
of experiment [experiment 2A versus experiment 3], F[1,21] =
0.316, nonsignificant, or interaction with spatial frequency,
F[1,21] = 0.162, nonsignificant) and absolutely mapped (with
one spatial frequency per observer) to both auditory AM rate
and tactile pulse rate (Figure 1).
The underlying absolute scale might derive from an abstract
magnitude representation [26–29], where the scale of each
sensory feature may be normalized according to its distribu-
tion in the real world. If people match spatial frequency toAM rate based on such an abstract numerical representation,
they are likely to also match spatial frequency to location on
a line scale (with the left and right ends representing the lowest
and highest spatial frequencies presented) in the same way
that they match spatial frequency to AM rate. We sampled
spatial frequencies at a higher resolution to compare the
shape of the function relating spatial frequency to AM rate
with the shape of the function relating spatial frequency to
location on a line scale (experiment 4). The relationship of
spatial frequency with AM rate is linear (Figure 1, nonsignifi-
cant quadratic component, t[6] = 2.168, nonsignificant) and
significantly more linear (t[6] = 3.755; p < 0.01) than its
compressive relationship with location on a line scale (inset
in Figure 1, significant quadratic component, t[6] = 12.423;
p < 0.0001). Because a linear relationship implies representa-
tional equivalence (beyond a scaling factor), this result sug-
gests a unique association between visual spatial frequency
and auditory AM rate distinct from an abstract magnitude
representation.
The results so far demonstrate a surprisingly consistent
perceptual mapping between visual spatial frequency and
auditory AM rate. In the following experimentswedemonstrate
Figure 2. The Design and Results of the Attention
Guidance Experiment
(A) A schematic trial sequence.
(B) Phase shift direction-discrimination perfor-
mance in the crossmodally congruent (Cong.)
and incongruent (Incong.) conditions. If an AM
sound guides attention to the Gabor with the
corresponding spatial frequency, RTs should be
faster when a phase shift occurs on the con-
gruent Gabor than on the incongruent Gabor.
To clearly show the congruency effects, we sub-
tracted the mean RTs with no sound from the
mean RTs with the congruent sound or the incon-
gruent sound (see Table S1 for all mean RTs and
error rates). A negative value indicates that
a sound speeded RTs (relative to no sound),
whereas a positive value indicates that a sound
slowed RTs. Sounds generally speeded RTs
because the points overall fall below zero. This
general speeding may indicate that the sounds
increased arousal and/or provided a temporal
cue to the onset of the visual stimuli. Importantly,
RTs are faster with the congruent sound than with the incongruent sound, suggesting that an AM sound guides visual attention to the Gabor with the
corresponding spatial frequency. In this experiment, the sound’s pitch was also congruent (or incongruent) with the target Gabor in accordance with its
AM rate. The relative contribution of AM rate and pitch was evaluated in experiment 5S, and the results are presented in Figure S2 and Table S1. Error
bars represent 61 SEM, adjusted for within-observer comparisons (i.e., the variance due to baseline individual differences was subtracted prior to
computing SEM so that the error bars are compatible with the standard repeated-measures statistical analysis).
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visual processing of spatial frequency. Because many objects
typically surround us, multiple visual stimuli compete for
attention and awareness. Research has shown that auditory
signals can increase the strength of associated visual signals
in attentional selection [22–24, 30–33] and in competition for
awareness [34–36]. Thus, if auditory processing of AM rate
interacts with visual processing of spatial frequency, an AM
sound may guide visual attention to the associated spatial
frequency (experiment 5), and may also boost the competitive
strength of the associated spatial frequency for awareness in
perceptual rivalry (experiment 6).
Experiment 5. Do AM Sounds Guide Visual Attention
to Specific Spatial Frequencies?
A pair of low- and high-spatial-frequency Gabors was simulta-
neously presented on opposite sides of a fixation marker (e.g.,
Figure 2A). One of theGabors slightly shifted its phase either to
the left or right, and the observer indicated the direction of the
phase shift as quickly and accurately as possible. One of the
two AM sounds (matched to one of the Gabors) or no sound
was randomly presented on each trial.
Observers were told that the amplitude-modulated white
noise was played to distract them from the visual task. Postex-
periment interviews confirmed that observers considered the
sounds to be unrelated noise, and they reported no awareness
of any association between the sounds and the Gabors.
Furthermore, the AM sounds were uninformative as to which
Gabor had the phase shift. The results are thus unlikely to be
confounded by response bias.
Response times (RTs) were faster with the congruent sound
than with the incongruent sound (Figure 2B) for responding to
phase shifts of both the low-spatial-frequency and high-
spatial-frequency Gabors, confirmed by a significant main
effect of congruency (F[1,11] = 14.066; p < 0.005) with no signif-
icant interaction with Gabor spatial frequency (F[1,11] = 2.034,
nonsignificant). There was a trend for a similar congruency
effect in errors (F[1,11] = 3.488; p < 0.09), precluding a
speed-accuracy trade-off. These results suggest that an AMsound guides attention to the corresponding visual spatial
frequency even when sounds are uninformative of the visual
target and observers try to ignore the sounds (see Table S1
for all mean RTs and error rates, and Figure S2 for the results
of experiment 5S, suggesting that AM rate and pitch additively
contribute to this crossmodal effect).
Experiment 6. Do AM Sounds Modulate Visual Awareness
of Specific Spatial Frequencies in Binocular Rivalry?
The high-spatial-frequency and low-spatial-frequency Gabors
used in experiment 5 were presented to different eyes (Fig-
ure 3A) so that the percept spontaneously alternated between
the two Gabors in binocular rivalry. Observers held down one
button when the low-spatial-frequency Gabor was perceptu-
ally dominant, held down another button when the high-
spatial-frequency Gabor was perceptually dominant, and
released both buttons when the percept was a mixture of the
two. Throughout the duration of each 30 s binocular rivalry
trial, one of three auditory conditionswas randomly presented:
the AM sound matched to the low-spatial-frequency Gabor,
the AM sound matched to the high-spatial-frequency Gabor,
or no sound. Observers were instructed to ignore the sounds,
and none of the observers reported awareness of any relation-
ship between the sounds and the Gabors in postexperiment
interviews.
As shown in Figure 3B, both the low-spatial-frequency and
high-spatial-frequency Gabors dominated for longer propor-
tions of time with the congruent AM sounds than with the
incongruent AM sounds. This was confirmed by a significant
main effect of congruency (F[1,19] = 8.840; p < 0.01) with no
significant interaction with Gabor spatial frequency (F[1,19] =
0.003, nonsignificant). The sounds produced no significant
effects on the proportion of mixed percepts (F[2,38] = 0.207,
nonsignificant). Furthermore, there was no significant interob-
server correlation between the crossmodal congruency effect
and the effect of sounds on mixed percepts (r2 = 0.038, t[18] =
0.849, nonsignificant). It is thus unlikely that the crossmodal
congruency effect arises from a bias in reporting mixed
percepts as sound-congruent percepts. These results suggest
Figure 3. Stimuli and Results of the Binocular
Rivalry Experiment
(A) An example (not to scale) of the low-spatial-
frequency and high-spatial-frequency Gabors di-
choptically presented to the left and right eyes to
induce binocular rivalry. The competing Gabors
were 45 tilted in opposite directions and pre-
sented through a small aperture to facilitate
exclusive perceptual rivalry. The binocularly pre-
sented frames and red dots (shown in white here)
facilitated stable binocular fusion.
(B) Proportion of dominance of each Gabor in the
crossmodally congruent (Cong.) and incongruent
(Incong.) conditions. If an AM sound boosts
signals from the corresponding spatial fre-
quency, each Gabor should dominate visual
awareness for a longer proportion of time with
the congruent sound than with the incongruent
sound. To clearly show crossmodal congruency
effects over and above differences in baseline
dominance durations for the two Gabors, we
subtracted the proportion of dominance with no
sound from that with the congruent or incon-
gruent sound for each Gabor (see Table S2 for
all mean proportions of exclusive and mixed percepts). A positive value indicates that a sound increased the proportion of perceptual dominance (relative
to no sound), whereas a negative value indicates that a sound decreased the proportion of perceptual dominance. The values are clearly higher with the
congruent sound than with the incongruent sound, suggesting that an AM sound increases the perceptual dominance of the corresponding visual spatial
frequency. In this experiment, the sound’s pitchwas also congruent (or incongruent) with aGabor in accordancewith its AM rate. The relative contribution of
AM rate and pitch was evaluated in experiment 6S, and the results are presented in Figure S3 and Table S2. We note that the no-sound condition, though
useful for subtracting out the difference in baseline dominance durations for the two Gabors, is not appropriate for determining whether an AM sound
lengthens the dominance duration of the congruent Gabor, shortens the dominance duration of the incongruent Gabor, or does both. To answer this ques-
tion in a future study, we would need to carefully choose a control sound such that it was matched to the AM sounds for potential effects on general factors
such as arousal and alertness. Error bars represent 61 SEM, adjusted for within-observer comparisons (i.e., the variance due to baseline individual differ-
ences was subtracted prior to computing SEM so that the error bars are compatible with the standard repeated-measures statistical analysis).
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corresponding visual spatial frequency in binocular rivalry
even when observers are unaware of the auditory-visual
relationship and try to ignore the sounds (see Table S2 for all
mean proportions of exclusive and mixed percepts, and Fig-
ure S3 for the results of experiment 6S, suggesting that AM
rate rather than pitch predominantly contributes to this cross-
modal effect).
Discussion
Observers consistently matched a given visual spatial
frequency to a specific auditory AM rate even when each
observer viewed only one visual spatial frequency, suggesting
that the underlying crossmodal mapping is absolute, not rela-
tive. The function relating visual spatial frequency to auditory
AM rate is approximately linear and significantly less compres-
sive than the function relating spatial frequency to location on
a line scale, suggesting a unique perceptual relationship
between visual spatial frequency and auditory AM rate that is
distinct from an abstract magnitude representation.
This crossmodal association allows sounds to influence
visual processing of spatial frequency. Even when AM sounds
were task irrelevant and ignored, and observers reported no
awareness of the auditory-visual association, they still more
quickly discriminated the direction of a phase shift when it
occurred on the crossmodally congruent Gabor. This suggests
that an AM sound guides attention to the corresponding
spatial frequency by increasing its salience. This interpretation
is consistent with our binocular rivalry results. Despite the fact
that observers ignored the sounds and reported no awareness
of the auditory-visual association, an AM sound increased the
proportion of perceptual dominance of the congruent Gabor,suggesting that the AM sound boosted visual signals [37, 38]
of the corresponding spatial frequency.
Previous research reported that crossmodal interactions
were strong when both auditory and visual stimuli were
attended but reduced when only one modality was attended
or when attention was diverted by a demanding concurrent
task [39–42]. Furthermore, when the auditory-visual associa-
tion was defined solely by rhythmic synchronization, a sound
influenced binocular rivalry only when it was attended [36].
It is thus possible that the effects of AM sounds on visual
attention and awareness in our experiments would have
been stronger had our observers been informed of the cross-
modal associations and instructed to attend to the AM sounds.
Nevertheless, the lack of awareness of the associations was
crucial in our experiments for alleviating concerns about
response bias.
What might be the neural substrate of the association
between visual spatial frequency and auditory AM rate?
Neurons in the primary visual cortex (V1) tuned to spatial
frequency [1, 2] and those in the primary auditory cortex (A1)
tuned to AM rate [10] interact [15]. However, it is unlikely that
the perceptual association we demonstrated directly involves
V1 neurons because they are tuned to retinal spatial
frequency, whereas the perceptual association we obtained
depends on physical spatial frequency.
Physical spatial frequency is perceptually more salient than
retinal spatial frequency. People typically discriminate [43] and
rapidly remember [44] physical (rather than retinal) spatial
frequencies that convey distance-invariant information useful
for object recognition [6]. Thus, the initial coding of retinal
spatial frequency may be rapidly converted into the coding
of physical spatial frequency in mid- to high-level visual
areas that exhibit relatively size-invariant responses to visual
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387patterns [45, 46]. Our results may therefore suggest a unique
association between AM-rate-tuned neurons in A1 and
physical spatial-frequency-tuned neurons in intermediate- to
high-level visual areas.
How might this crossmodal neural association form?
Because many surfaces are approximately periodically corru-
gated (at least locally and in specific directions) and because
people may typically move their hands at a relatively constant
speed while manually exploring surfaces, the rate of AM
sounds people hear and the rate of the coincident tactile
pulses that they feel while gliding a hand over a corrugated
surface may both be experientially correlated with physical
visual spatial frequency. Consistent with this manual-explora-
tion hypothesis, auditory AM rate and tactile pulse rate
are similarly associated with physical (rather than retinal)
spatial frequency (experiments 1–4). Also consistent with the
manual-exploration hypothesis is a recent finding that haptic
exploration of an engraved grating modulates the perceptual
dominance of visual gratings in binocular rivalry depending
on thematching of spatial frequency (and orientation) between
the haptic and visual gratings [47].
In summary, we have demonstrated a fundamental link
between the spatial processing of visual frequency and the
temporal processing of auditory AM rate. The association
appears to be unique and absolute because it is approximately
linear, likely distinct from an abstract magnitude representa-
tion, and unchanged even when each observer determines
the auditory match to only one visual spatial frequency. This
association allows an AM sound to guide attention to and
increase awareness of the corresponding visual spatial
frequency by crossmodally modulating visual signals in a
spatial-frequency-specific manner. The linear dependence
on physical spatial frequency and generalization to tactile
pulses may suggest that the association forms through multi-
sensory experience of manually exploring surfaces.Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes three figures, two tables, and Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online
at doi:10.1016/j.cub.2012.01.004.
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